WebSmartz Extends Its New Year Offer on Flash Software Up To Valentine's Day
ts a perfect time to avail special extended New Year offer on the variety of flash software from WebSmartz.
Online PR News â€“ 13-January-2012 â€“ 13th Jan, 2012- Rochester, NY- Its a perfect time to avail special
extended New Year offer on the variety of flash software from WebSmartz. The website offers total four
software products for creating flash websites. Here is the complete information regarding all the four products
that are covered under extended Christmas offer from Websmartz:
Flash Design Studio:
It is now available at $79.95 instead of $119.95.
It helps the user to become a perfect flash creator by enabling him to make flash banners, intros,
Slideshows, Text Animations, and Buttons within a minute, with the availability of 1000 pre-designed
templates.
You can use variations of designs with the help of over 4000 graphics.
It is easier to apply variety of backgrounds on the banner, because it provides the users with 350 static
backgrounds in 18 different banner sizes. Also, it facilitates the users with more than 50 animated
backgrounds.
Flash software provides the provision of applying any of the 100 transitions and effects.
If, you want to combine multiple banners to make a single banner, and add loop action on it, it can be done
easily with the help of Flash maker software.
Â
WebSmartz Intro Builer:
WebSmartz Home Edition is now available in $29.95, instead of $59.95.
This flash software provides an opportunity to generate personalized multimedia intros and websites in the
nick of time.
It makes it possible for the web designing professionals to choose from 60 flash intros that can be
downloaded with ease.
Flash creator simplifies the publishing of flash intros or save them in HTML format.
Flash Banner Designer:
Flash Banner Designer is available at $39.95, instead of $79.95.
300+ attractive templates as a starting step to your banner.
It makes possible to display multiple banners in a particular pattern on the website. The users can specify
the web address where you want to redirect the visitors, when they click on the particular image. It becomes
possible only because this Banner Design software is loaded with Banner add rotator tool that produces
retrievable JavaScript code.
The software users can choose from over 50 animated backgrounds, which are spread into 18 categories of
banner sizes. Different formats like JPEG, PNG, BMP, TIFF, and GIF can be used for static versions.
This Flash creator allows the users to publish their banners in SWF and HTML formats.
Slideshow Designer
Slideshow Designer is presently available at $39.95, instead of $19.95. If, you employ flash software, it will
let you add some extraordinary features on your slideshow.
Â
The database is divided into 5 sections, Daily, Nature, Animal, Misc, and People.
The software users can import any picture from the computer system to be added on the slide.
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The slideshow software enables the users to make selection from 20 themes for a slideshow.
If, you want to know more about any product or the extended discount offer, you can simply log on to
http://www.websmartz.net.
For any queries email us at helpdesk@websmartz.net
Â
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